COOPERATIVE NEWS
Daylight Saving
Time Reminder
Don’t forget to spring
forward on March 14!

Set your clocks forward
by one hour.

Felton Beale:
The Sound of Retirement
by Laura Emery, Field Editor

Closing Announcement
Community Electric Cooperative
will be closed Friday, April 2, for Good
Friday. To report an outage, please call
1-855-700-2667.

Happy Easter

from Community Electric Cooperative

CONTACT US

52 W. Windsor Boulevard, P.O. Box 267
Windsor, VA 23487-0267
Phone
757-242-6181

Website
comelec.coop

After-hours Outages
1-855-700-2667

Office Hours
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
President/CEO
Steven A. Harmon
Local Pages Editor
Jessica Parr
Community Electric Cooperative is an Equal
Opportunity Provider and Employer.
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From left, Steve Harmon, CEC president and CEO, Daniel Hobson, WH Holland,
Evan Wagensomer, Tony Duck, Felton Beale, JR Jones, Mike Hudson and Glen Presson.

W

hen Felton Beale answers the
phone, his 18-month-old
granddaughter can often
be heard making playful noises in the
background.
This is the sweet sound of retirement
for Beale, whose last day as generator
technician with Community Electric
Cooperative was on Jan. 4.
“I’m staying busy during retirement,”
the grandfather of five says, with a laugh.
“Particularly with schools and daycares
shutting down due to the pandemic.”
While his most important title is
currently “grandchild babysitter,” he
reminisces fondly at all the titles he’s held
during his 42-year career with CEC:
apprentice and journeyman lineman,
lead lineman, serviceman, meter and substation inspector and generator technician.
“I really enjoyed working for the co-op,
and I enjoyed all my various positions
over the years. There was something
special about each one,” he says. “I miss
all the folks I worked with.”
When it comes to career highlights,
though, his out-of-state restoration work
in September 1989 tops the list. “When
Hurricane Hugo hit, they asked for
volunteers to help restore power in South
Carolina. Nobody wanted to go because
they said we’d be sleeping in tents. But
I said, ‘Heck yeah, I’d be glad to do it!’”
While the crews were able to stay in a
motel during their 12-day trip, Beale says
he learned so much during the experience.
“There was destruction everywhere,”

he says. “It really was eye-opening in
so many ways.”
It brought him back to when he was
11 years old. “I can still remember the
lineman who got me to help him at the
school. He climbed those 70-foot poles
and I was his grunt, sending up new
bulbs in a bag on a handline. I thought
it was pretty interesting work, and that
memory stuck with me.”
Beale always took pride in his job at
CEC, whether it was getting the lights back
on or meeting with members interested
in generators. “I’m a people person, so
I really enjoyed that aspect of being a
generator technician,” he says.
Playing an essential role in the co-op’s
establishment of Tidewater Energy Services
(which has since been rebranded to
RECORE) and its tremendous growth,
Beale left big shoes to fill.
His former supervisor, Glen Presson
says, “It has been an extraordinary
experience working with Felton over
the years. He was one of a kind and his
absence will be noticed. We wish him
the most happiness in his retirement and
cannot thank him enough for his many
years of service.”
Beale and his wife of 47 years, Melanie,
reside in Windsor, where he enjoys
cooking, spending time with his
grandchildren, and doing “side jobs”
to stay busy during retirement.
He says, “CEC is a great place to
work. They’re like a big family, and
I enjoyed all 42 years of it.”
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When the Power Goes Out, They Do, Too

W

hy would someone choose to work in one of
the most dangerous jobs in the United States? Ask
any Community Electric Cooperative lineworker
that question, and you’ll get a common response. Sure, the job
pays well, but money is not the only attraction. Lineworkers
are similar in many ways to cowboys or soldiers. They love
the outdoors and the adrenaline rush that accompanies the
dangers and risks of the job. These real-life superheroes are
also driven by the camaraderie and bonds formed with their
fellow lineworkers.
While most of us are taking shelter during a storm, these
brave men and women are putting on their boots, grabbing
gear and heading outside to repair damage and restore power.
Waiting a storm out is not always an option.

This April, we show our appreciation to these proud
individuals who never hesitate to put their lives on the line
so we have power to our homes or businesses.
Lineworkers are often described as athletes. The job
requires strength and endurance, especially while wearing
fire-resistant clothing and hauling more than 50 pounds
of tools during hot summer months. CEC, like most rural
electric co-ops, serves areas not accessible by truck. Today,
lineworker still climb poles after walking several hundred
yards in soft or snow-covered ground.
Join us on April 12, and all month long, as we show our
lineworkers the appreciation they have earned. Give them
a shout-out on our Facebook page and use the hashtag
#ThankALineworker.

Recognizing Our Administrative Professionals

I

n addition to the exciting role of
lineworkers, your electric co-op
has several other professionals
responsible for the administrative
side of the cooperative.
This month, we also recognize the
hard work and dedication of the men
and women serving in administrative
roles. These roles include, but are
not limited to, the member service
representatives you interact with on
the phone, in the drive-thru lane or
in the office.
Personnel in various departments,
such as member services, finance and
accounting, information technology,
public relations, and human resources,
receive extensive training to understand
how all areas of the co-op function and
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interact with one another.
Our MSRs assist members with
setting up new service, making
payments and more. They also
help members find ways to save
energy and money on their
monthly power bills.
A common goal among all
administrative personnel is to
maintain the highest possible
level of member satisfaction,
while finding ways to save our
members and the co-op money.
This past year brought many new
challenges. Community Electric
Cooperative administrative
professionals adapted and continued
providing the highest possible level of
service to our members.

Join us in thanking our administrative
personnel on April 21 as we celebrate
Administrative Professionals Day.
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It’s Severe Weather
Preparedness Month
The arrival of spring is accompanied by
warmer weather and blooming flowers and trees.
Another guest of the season — a less-welcomed
guest — is severe weather. This is the ideal time
to create or replenish a storm preparedness kit
and have a conversation with your family about
an emergency plan.
Follow the tips below and be prepared for
the next severe storm:
Update or create a family emergency
communication plan.
Plan to have cash on hand. Credit/debit
cards may not work if power is out.
Be sure vehicles have a full tank of gas.
Storms can cause fuel shortages and
lack of power to pumps.
Charge all phones and mobile devices.
Have a car charger available.
Stock up on bottled water.
Pack a storm preparedness kit with a
flashlight, batteries, first aid supplies,
medications and important documents.
Learn more about storm preparedness at ready.gov.

Celebrate Earth Day and the
Environmental Benefits of Electricity

E

arth Day is an annual celebration of
environmental support on April 22.
For Community Electric Cooperative,
it’s an important time to demonstrate that
our mission of providing safe, reliable
and affordable power includes a
commitment to doing so in an
environmentally responsible way.
Most of the electricity that powers
your home is generated from clean
energy sources, such as nuclear power,
natural gas and renewable energy.
Energy from electricity is cleaner
than energy from fossil fuels, which
is why many appliances and machines
traditionally powered by fossil fuels
are now electrified.
According to the Electric Power
Research Institute, if we increased
electricity to 45% of the overall energy
mix (up from its current level of 18%),
we could reduce carbon monoxide

emissions by 70%. CEC and Virginia’s
electric cooperatives are leaders in the
pursuit of this beneficial electrification.
CEC has a number of initiatives in place
to help our members purchase energyefficient electric heat pumps and
appliances. Your co-op is also investing
in electric vehicle charging infrastructure
and providing special rates to members
to support the use of electric vehicles.
You can recognize Earth Day today
and everyday by becoming more energy
efficient. Turn off the lights when
leaving a room. Unplug electronics
and appliances when they are not in
use. Adjust the temperature of your
water heater to 120 degrees. In addition
to environmental benefits, these efforts
can help lower your energy expenses!
For more information on ways to
save energy, visit comelec.coop.

Right Tree. Right Place.
SMALL TREE ZONE
Trees less than 25 feet tall/spread at
least 25 feet from lines.
MEDIUM TREE ZONE
Trees 25 to 40 feet tall/spread at least
40 feet from lines.
LARGE TREE ZONE
Trees larger than 40 feet tall/spread
at least 60 feet from lines.
Reminder: Always call 811 at least
three days before digging.
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